Blissful SEO

Case Study
CLIENT A

Industry: Beauty Service Provider
Location: Toronto, ON

On-page SEO, one time project

PROJECT CHALLENGE
Although an established player in the local beauty industry since
2013, the client failed to rank for any service-related terms,
resulting in lack of brand visibility from organic search.

01

Little to no organic traffic hindered the client's reach and ability to
attract profitable leads, missing out on opportunities to secure
salon and beauty service clients via the search engines.

02

No keyword strategy: missing metadata and minimal, weak
copy were observed. Many blog posts and tag pages were
competing with main services pages, impacting ranking ability.

03

Strategic Internal linking structure between landing page,
services pages and blog posts was notably absent, with many
pages lacking strong CTAs.
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After working with many
SEO vendors and spending
thousands of dollars trying
to improve the SEO on my
businesses website with no
improvement, I met
Cristina. She literally took
my hair and makeup
business to the next level
and I am forever grateful.

1

THE SOLUTION
Client brought on Blissful SEO on November 2019 to help solve their current challenges and achieve their
goals. Goals included: boosting organic traffic to reach & book more clients. Client opted for a one-time,
customized on-page optimization strategy that fit their budget, yet also catered to their needs.

01

The client’s landing page, main services pages and top blog posts were optimized with relevant, local
metadata. Copy was tweaked and added, to strengthen relevancy of content to both SERPS and human
customers. Navigational structure was reworked for SEO.

02

Strong CTAs to main pages were added to increase sales
conversions. URLs were renamed & redirected as needed.
Thin content and competing pages were deleted or merged.

03

Internal linking structure between pages and posts was
created with relevant anchor text. This provided a better
navigational experience for client's website visitors.

Project started here
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PROJECT RESULTS

01

Within 3 months, client’s landing & main services pages took
their place at the top of search results for targeted keywords
& variants, beating out larger, more established competitors.

02

Within 6 months, client became a leader in SERP results,
achieving 1st place positions in local & Canada-wide organic
search results for the targeted business related terms.

03

The client's online presence through organic search
dramatically increased SERP client referrals and
skyrocketed all salon and off-site appointment bookings.
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